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ABSTRACT 

In this study, an interactive numbers-learning application for children with mental disorders 

and/or preschool children is developed. The tool uses augmented reality activated through a 

marker to pop-up interactive 3D numbers. With the application children in their early 

childhood and/or children with mental or learning disabilities are able to direct the camera 

of their device to a 2-D number on a page (i.e. marker) and revive a 3-D augmented image. 

The application also speaks out that number. The ultimate goal of the application is to speed 

up the learning process in an enjoyable manner. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, many applications are implemented to educate children. The new technology 

provides the incorporation of multimodal learning and enables the reconceptualization of 

play (Yelland and Gilbert, 2018). Multimodal learning is presented by the use of multiple 

sensory modalities like visuals, audio, and text. Computer-based learning environments 

which utilize multimodal learning are considered as strong tools to facilitate understanding, 

particularly for underachieving children, and also, improve attention (Sankey et al. 2010).  

Playing is an important piece of early childhood development and learning. According to 

researchers, a mixed reality play environment, a combination of physical experiences, new 

interactive characteristics of the virtual environment, and user’s imagination, is good for 

learning. Besides, they noted that engagement and interaction are crucial properties of 

learning virtual environments (Hinske, 2008). Learner interaction allows the students to 

interact and manipulate the course materials giving a flexible, personal experience.  When 

participants actively engage and participate in such “rich and intensive” interactive activities, 

they learn effectively and learners’ performance increases with satisfaction and enhanced 

spatial skills (Yilmaz et al. 2015). Gaming and learning based on technology should be pieces 

of optimal quality education. Experts supply benefits from technology encapsulated audio 

and visual modalities for Kindergarten and elementary schools (Bujak et al. 2013). Children 

with different learning abilities and capacities are taught with the same teaching methods and 

material causing them to pay effort in the early stages of learning. Identifying special needs 

in learning is difficult with traditional methods while AR can be a solution to identify some 

special needs and differences between children. This paper aims to purpose and develop a 

marker-based tracking interactive learning numbers system based on augmented reality 

system that will aid preschool children, in their early childhood and/or children who will 

have mental or learning disabilities, in learning. The paper is organized in that section II 

presents related works, section III describes model and system, and section IV includes 

experimental results.  Finally, the discussion and main conclusions are presented in sections 

V and VI, respectively. 

RELATED WORKS 

It is emphasized in many academic studies that augmented reality technology contributes to 

the learning of preschool children. On the other hand, there is an opinion in the literature that 

when using augmented and virtual reality technology, children may be disconnected from 

the real world and have difficulty distinguishing between the real and the virtual world (non-

real) (Wu et al. 2013). According to Azuma, AR is a form of virtual reality where 3D virtual 

objects are augmented within the real world, rather than replacing it completely (Azuma, 

1997). In virtual reality, the degree of the disconnection between the virtual and real worlds 

is higher than in the augmented reality world.  There have also been studies that have 

collected and evaluated the studies on whether augmented reality technology contributes 
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positively or negatively to children's learning (Oranc and Kuntay, 2019). Some of the studies 

that argue that augmented reality technology (ART) contributes positively to children's 

learning are listed below.  

In the studies on ART in the field of education, the contribution of augmented reality 

technology to learning, its effect on students' motivation levels, students' attention and 

interest in lessons, and parents' perspectives on augmented reality technology were 

examined. Some tests were conducted by the Valencia Polytechnic University with 32 

students aged 5-6 years, 14 boys and 18 girls. These tests, it is aimed to teach students letters 

and words. Two learning methods were used for this purpose. One of them is a traditional 

teaching method with 2D objects, based on pictures and books. Another is an application 

where ART is used and there are 3D objects in it. As a result of the tests, 81% of the students 

stated that they preferred the education application with ART to the traditional education 

application (Juan et al., 2010). In a study, it is stated that the reason why ART increases the 

motivation level of students is that it offers face-to-face communication and easy use (Bujak 

et al. 2013). In another study, it is stated that ART provides interaction between the virtual 

and the real worlds in the field of education, and students who are motivated by ART, are 

more successful (Chen and Yen-Nung, 2012). In another study, it is related to the theory of 

mind test based on ART. Children with mental disorders who cannot pay attention in 

educational activities, are easily distracted, have difficulty participating in activities and have 

focus problems, are attracted to the activities in which ART is used, their attention is drawn 

and they focus on the content of the activity (Altan and Gokturk, 2012). In another study, an 

application is designed using ART. This application is aimed to teach preschool children 

animals, colors, numbers, objects, vegetables, and fruits. The application is tested with 33 

students whose ages are 5-6. According to the test results, the students state that they are 

satisfied with the application designed with ART and that they like it (Yilmaz, 2016).In a 

study with parents, it is decided that ART make contributes to the education of their children 

(Cascales-Martínez et al. 2013). ART-based applications are not only designed to teach 

children certain concepts. For example, to increase children's interest in books or activities, 

the different computer interfaces, ART was designed with different aims (Rohaya et al. 

(2012), Fazli (2019), Altan and Gokturk (2017)). These applications have been highly 

appreciated and demanded by the end-users. As mentioned above, there are many studies 

similar to these studies. As a result of the literature review, in general, it was concluded that 

ART contributed positively to the learning of especially preschool children. Although ART's 

contribution to learning is so high, there are hardly any educational applications using ART.  

This paper, which aims to learn ART-based numbers for preschool children, has been 

designed. In the next section, the model and system are described in this work. 
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MODEL AND INTERACTIVE LEARNING: NUMBERS 

MOBILE APPLICATION 

The user interface designs of this application, which was designed to teach numbers to 

preschool children, were made with the Unity Game Engine. The functional features of the 

application are coded with C# in this project.  Vuforia SDK and Database, which can work 

integrated with Unity, are used to bring ART to the application.  A database was needed to 

store the answers given by the user in the test section of the application. Firebase Database, 

which serves within the Google Company, was used in the design of the application as a 

database. In this developed application, it is aimed to teach numbers to preschool children. 

While doing this, the application is designed as ART-based to attract children's attention and 

have fun while learning at the same time. The flow chart of the application is shown in Figure 

1. 

 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the application. 
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In Figure. 1, the flow chart of the application shows the background of the program. User 

interface design – main screen represents “learn the numbers”, “test yourself” and “exit” 

from program options. When the application is run, a menu appears on the screen (Figure 

2a). The system directs the user to show the markers to the device's camera where the 

application is installed (Figure 2b). 

 

                                                              (a)                                    (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Main screen when application runs and (b) System directs the user to show the markers. 

Each marker is used to be shown to the camera, and then tapping the play button creates a 

3D view of the 2D number marker on the screen. Option “Learn the numbers” of the 

application is designed to teach the numbers from zero to nine. Each number is augmented 

as 3-D objects with sounds. The sound of the 3D number is heard when the user touches the 

3D-number appearance on the screen. 

Figure 3a represents the example of the appearance of 3-D “number-9”. Option “Test 

yourself” of the application is designed to test what the user learns. Randomly, a number is 

selected and asked by the program. When “Choice the number-X and show it to the camera” 

is written on the screen. The user tries to find X-number from all markers. Figure 3b shows 

the example (number-2) screen of the “Test yourself” option of the application and Figure 

3c shows an augmented reality marker from zero to nine. 
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                                 (a)                            (b)                                                   (c) 

Figure 3.  (a) The example of appearance of 3-D “number” (9), (b) The example (number-2) screen of 

“Test yourself” option of the application and (c)  Augmented reality marker "from zero to nine", 

respectively.  

When the user choices the number which is asked by the application to the user, the screen 

appears as Figure 4a. If the user does not find the number, the screen appears as Figure 4b. 

Five questions are asked by the application randomly. Each question is answered by the users 

(the children). After answering five questions, Figure 4c shows an example for “Test 

yourself”. The last screen represents the score of true- false answers.   

    
                                    (a)                                         (b)                                               (c) 

Figure 4.  (a) When the user choice the number which is asked by the application to the user, (b) When 

the user does not choice the number which is asked by the application to the user and (c) The score of 

true- false answers, respectively. 
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The user can do a test again when touching the return button and return the home page with 

the touching home page button. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, we developed an application teaching aid called interactive numbers through 

augmented reality. During the development stages of this application, we received invaluable 

suggestions and help from special education and kindergarten teachers. The application was 

tested to a limited extent on children from special education and early childhood schools.  

However, tests are not completed yet because of the covid-19 pandemic. 

In the next future, we will test the application and add new features according to the needs 

and preferences of our target audience. 
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